ABSTRACT
Concerns about faculty workload in the online environment are a reported deterrent to participation in online teaching. To date, such concerns have been based primarily on anecdotal evidence rather than empirical research. This paper describes a project in which six faculty members teaching courses through the Penn State World Campus conducted studies of the comparative workload in the online environment. Results of the studies indicated that faculty workload for teaching these online courses, as measured by time on task, was comparable to or somewhat less than that for face-to-face courses. However, a differential “chunking” of productive time contributed in some cases to a perception of increased workload. The success of the project suggests it is a replicable model for investigating various elements of the faculty experience in the online environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A major determinant in the success of online higher education is a strong faculty commitment to teaching in this new environment, and a growing body of literature portrays the online teaching and learning environment as a personally rewarding and satisfying one for many faculty members [1, 2, 3, 4]. Thompson [5] discusses a number of specific positive factors reported by faculty members teaching online, including

- Increased access to/by students
- Increased opportunities for high-quality interaction with students
- Flexibility and convenience of teaching and learning
- Increased knowledge of and experience with educational technologies
- Opportunities for research and professional recognition
- Positive student outcomes

These outcomes have made online teaching a satisfying addition or alternative to traditional instruction for many faculty members. However, online faculty members have also reported some potential barriers
to their participation in and satisfaction with online teaching. Two of the most frequently mentioned barriers are a widespread perception of increased workload and the related concern that an increased workload takes time from activities more highly regarded by the institution, specifically research and publication. With few exceptions [e.g., 6], the literature reports that distance teaching is more time intensive than face-to-face resident teaching [7, 2, 8, 3, 4]. This perception is reported to be a major deterrent to participation by those faculty members who can “opt out,” and an inhibitor to satisfaction among those who have no choice or who choose to teach at a distance even given the perceived increased demands [9, 10, 11].

Ensuring the commitment of the increasing numbers of faculty members necessary to maintain and expand online programming depends on appropriate responses to these concerns and the barriers they represent. However, the perception of increased workload has been based almost completely on anecdotal evidence, and the little empirical evidence available is conflicting, making establishment of appropriate institutional support and policy difficult. As a first step in addressing this challenge, the Penn State World Campus supported faculty researchers in answering some of the basic questions related to workload in the online environment.

II. PROJECT OVERVIEW

A. Objectives of the Project
The faculty self-study project had two main objectives: 1) to better understand—as the basis for improving—the faculty experience in teaching online, particularly as it relates to workload; and 2) to provide faculty members an opportunity to contribute to improved practice within a framework recognized and rewarded by the institution (i.e., bringing in research funds and publication of results).

B. Participants
The World Campus Faculty Workload Research Team comprised six Penn State World Campus faculty members and a project coordinator (the author of this article). Faculty members represented five disciplines: instructional systems, agronomy, geography, English, and horticulture. In order to factor out the “learning curve” and its major impact on the workload of first-time online instructors, selection of researchers was limited to those who had taught the courses to be studied at least once prior to the beginning of the project.

C. Project Description
The approach taken was to fund small empirical research projects conducted by online faculty members. Through an RFP process developed and implemented by the project coordinator, six faculty members were selected to conduct studies of their experiences teaching online. Four of the researchers conducted studies that directly compared the categories of tasks and the time involved teaching and administering online courses to those of classroom versions of the same courses. Two other researchers evaluated the implications of specific course administration practices and instructional tool choices on course effectiveness, specifically in relation to instructional quality as reflected in levels of interaction. All six of the researchers strove to identify those tasks that consumed a disproportionate amount of faculty time—particularly time taken away from actual teaching/learning interactions with students—as the basis for developing alternative and time-saving pedagogical and/or technological approaches to those tasks. At the conclusion of each research study the principal investigator submitted a report that included objective findings of time spent on various tasks, reflective analysis, and recommendations for improving the experience of online faculty members.
III. RESULTS

A. Project Outcomes
The two project objectives were met. In relation to Objective 1, both the end-of-project reports submitted by the faculty researchers and an end-of-project survey conducted by the project coordinator indicated that all of the research participants gained a better understanding of their workload in the online environment, particularly (in the four relevant cases) as that workload compared to the workload in the face-to-face environment. Three researchers reported a lesser workload in the online environment, while the fourth reported a comparable workload. Researchers who directly compared their online to their face-to-face teaching experiences reported that while the time spent teaching online was not actually greater, the “chunking” or flow of tasks online was quite different, often resulting in a sense of less productive time available for other professional responsibilities. For example, the common expectation that faculty members respond to student messages several times daily meant that the uninterrupted time-spans that many faculty members view as necessary for research and professional writing no longer existed; rather they were “chopped up” into shorter and, in effect, less-productive spans of time.

Although not all such identified challenges were overcome, all of the researchers reported that their work resulted in identification of various strategies that they themselves were implementing to decrease the workload and/or that would be appropriate for the Penn State World Campus Instructional Design & Development unit to implement as courses are designed or re-designed. Additionally, identification of the factors and interplay of factors that contribute to the perception of greater workload has provided useful information on which to base institutional support of and expectations for faculty members teaching online. Objective 2 was met by supporting faculty members in a research-to-practice activity that resulted in both improved pedagogical and/or technological strategies (which in many cases could be immediately implemented) and contributions to the larger knowledge and practice base made through publications and conference presentations.

B. Project Impact and Sustainability
The impact of this project has extended from the faculty researchers themselves, to the World Campus Instructional Design & Development unit, to the larger field as a whole. The faculty members’ better understanding of their environment has led to identification of tools and strategies that they are using to enhance their online pedagogy. This knowledge also has been shared with the Penn State World Campus Instructional Design & Development unit, which is using the new insights and tools to help faculty members in other programs to improve their experiences and satisfaction. Four researchers have disseminated their findings through national and international conference presentations, and the project coordinator presented the results of the project as a whole at the 2003 Outreach Scholarship Conference. One researcher has had an article based on findings published and two others have had articles accepted for publication. Finally, the results of the project were broadly disseminated through submission of the project description to the Sloan-C Effective Practice Web site in the Faculty Satisfaction category. On the basis of this submission the project won the 2003 Sloan-C Effective Practice award in that category. The project team also received the 2004 ADEC (American Distance Education Consortium) Bill Murphy Barrier Buster Award, which recognizes an individual, team, or institution for reducing or eliminating barriers to distance education at the institutional, state, or multi-state level.

This project was not designed as an ongoing endeavor. However, the relatively simple design and low investment necessary to implement the project could make it an appropriate model for investigating other areas of interest related to the faculty experience in ALNs.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

This project resulted in contributions both to our knowledge of the online faculty experience and to faculty satisfaction. The findings of the research studies suggest that the interconnectedness of goals and objectives makes dealing with problems such as workload management challenging. For example, achieving the goal of high levels of interaction is often accomplished by implementing tools and strategies that impose a higher workload on faculty. On the other hand, these studies have also shown that workload in the online environment is a variable dependent on a number of factors, many of which are amenable to intervention by either the course designer or the faculty member. In relation to faculty satisfaction, the project provided the opportunity for faculty members to contribute to the knowledge base and improved practice in ways that are recognized and rewarded by the traditional institutional reward system. Finally, the experience of the research team suggests that a model of small faculty research studies, whether supported by an external grant or by institutional research funds, represents an effective and easily replicable approach to examining and addressing the challenges and opportunities of online teaching and learning.
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